GoRaleigh Routes

Route Types

Most GoRaleigh routes are radial routes which begin and end in downtown Raleigh. The “X” routes are express radial routes which begin and end on average only at the beginning and end points of the route.

Frequency Chart

The chart on the right shows the span of service hours of operation for each day of the week, and the frequency of each route. Each minute shown is generally available only at the beginning and end points of the route. Stops on these routes are generally available only at the beginning and end points of the route.

How To Ride

Where do I catch the bus?

You can catch a GoRaleigh bus at any of the many bus stops located throughout Raleigh. Those stops are generally located along streets or thoroughfares. You can view your route’s stop information by providing four options to view your route’s predictions by providing four options to view your route’s predictions by providing four options to view your route’s

How do I signal the bus to stop?

To signal an approaching bus to stop, stand near the curb at the bus stop, and signal the driver. The driver will stop where it is safe to do so.

How do I transfer?

If one route doesn’t take you where you need to go, you’ll need to transfer to another bus. Ask the driver for the bus stop where you plan your first bus. When boarding the second bus, show your Day Pass to the driver.

Restrooms

Baños

NUMERO DE RUTA

GoRaleigh Station Boarding Platforms

GoRaleigh Route Outlets

How do I buy?

Most GoRaleigh routes are express radial routes which begin and end on average only at the beginning and end points of the route. Stops on these routes are generally available only at the beginning and end points of the route.